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Definitions: 
GEG-SWG Members - Interested members of the MWA collaboration who are proposing,            

publishing or otherwise collaborating using the MWA telescope to study Galactic and            
Extra-galactic (GEG) Science and interested in collaborating with other members doing           
similar science. 

GEG Chair(s)- Person or Persons appointed by the board to lead the GEG collaboration. 
GEG Team Leader(s) - Person or Persons leading either a GEG led survey project team or a                 

GEG science team. 
GEG wiki page - Page on the MWA WIKI site that lists the people, policies, active projects,                 

and teams within the GEG collaboration (https://wiki.mwatelescope.org/)  1

GLEAM - GaLactic and Extragalactic All-sky MWA survey that produced a catalogue of             
sources and images and the data products are available to the collaboration. 

GLEAM - X - GaLactic and Extragalactic All-sky MWA survey Extended. This is a repeat               
of the GLEAM survey using the Phase-II MWA. 

Intermediate Data Products - Any MWA data that has been processed in any way by a                
member of the collaboration. This may include but is not limited to visiblities that have               
been carefully flagged and calibrated outside the ASVO standard process or images of             
the sky. 

MWA Data - This term refers to raw visibilities, intermediate data products, and final              
images or cubes. 

MWA Principal Scientist - Member of the MWA Management team who is the primary              
contact for all matters regarding science with the MWA. 

Proprietary Data - The MWA policy defines all raw data products that are less than 18                
months old to be considered proprietary to the collaboration if allocated under            
“Guaranteed Time” and proprietary to the proposers if allocated under “Open Access”.            
For any project that is started during these 18 months, from a processing standpoint, the               
data are considered to be used in the proprietary period and are subject to the MWA                
publication policy. This is even if the paper proposal is not submitted until the data               
becomes public. 

GEG Project Principal Investigator (GPI) - The person leading a GEG project, listed as              
project “Principal Investigator” on GEG project proposal form.  

Science Team - The GEG science working group is broken up further into different              
sub-teams to help support and foster collaboration within various science goals.  

Science Working Group (SWG) - The MWA science goals are broken up into different              
groups, called Science Working Groups, to help foster collaboration and provide support            
for new members using the MWA 

1 Link to GEG Wiki page: https://wiki.mwatelescope.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=5963832 
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1       Background 
The MWA Galactic and Extragalactic science working group (GEG-SWG) is one of five key              
science programs. GEG-SWG members are interested in the study of science topics that exclude              
the EoR, the Sun/Heliosphere/Ionosphere, Pulsars and variable sources. GEG Team Leaders,           
who are assisted by the GEG Chair(s), lead the GEG science teams. There are currently six                 
science teams and a team for each GEG large or community projects, which are each led by a                  
Team Leader.  The science teams (not associated with large or community projects) are: 

● Clusters and Cosmic Web 
● Magellanic Clouds and Nearby Galaxies 
● Galactic Continuum 
● Polarimetry 
● Radio Galaxies 
● Galactic & Extra-galactic Spectroscopy 

2       Scope 
This policy applies to GEG-SWG members who wish to publish any MWA data pertaining to               
GEG science as part of consortium guaranteed time. This includes observational raw data and              
intermediate data products. Data that are still proprietary are also subject to the project-wide              
MWA publication policy. This policy covers the publication of scientific data, algorithms,            
technical issues, software, and system descriptions. This policy will be reviewed periodically for             
accuracy and completeness. Publication matters not explicitly covered here should be referred to             
the GEG Chair(s) in the first instance. 

3       Science Project Proposals 
The MWA GEG-SWG is large and diverse. In order to maximise coordination of effort, all               
proposals for GEG research activities potentially leading to a publication need to be discussed by               
the members of the GEG-SWG and approved by the GEG Chair(s) and the relevant GEG Team                
Leader(s) (See Figure 1). This process can be expedited in the case of a time critical or sudden                  
event. Student proposals should likewise be discussed in the same context, before a MWA-wide              
proposal is made, following the procedure outlined in the MWA Student Policy.  
 
Calls for new GEG science proposals will be made from time to time, but GEG-SWG team                
members may submit project proposals at any time using the agreed form available on the               
internal GEG wiki page. Proposals will need to be made available to all the GEG-SWG members                
for at least two weeks prior to approval. Student projects should also be submitted as a GEG                 
project proposal, in addition to an MWA student proposal, to help new GEG-SWG members              
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ascertain if a particular project is already ongoing. All successful science proposals will be listed               
on the internal GEG wiki page under the appropriate science team(s). Project proposals will need               
to be followed up by a publication, or renewed, within two years. GEG Project PIs of accepted                 
science projects will be requested to provide a project update every 6 months to the GEG                
Chair(s). These updates will be used to aggregate content for the project meetings and may be                
presented by the GEG Chair(s). 
  
In order to track the usage of MWA data and avoid conflicts, GEG-SWG members are               
encouraged, but not required, to submit a project proposal even if they use publicly available               
data (e.g. GLEAM data or other data outside the proprietary window). This is to avoid potential                
project conflicts within the GEG-SWG. 

 
 
Figure 1: Diagram showing the project proposal process. 
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4       Publications 

4.1     General 

All GEG papers (both those led by a member or where a member is a co-author) must derive                  
from work based on an accepted GEG project proposal. See Figure 2 as a guide to the process.                  
The next step depends on whether the MWA data is proprietary or not. As per the MWA data                  
access policy, the raw MWA visibilities have a proprietary period of 18 months. Intermediate              
data products created by a GEG-SWG member, or GEG team, for a GEG project are considered                
proprietary unless, or until, those products are published and made available to the public. Paper               
proposals submitted, or work towards a publication that started, at any time within 18 months of                
the data being observed are subject to both the MWA publication policy and this GEG policy.                
Publication policies for paper proposals submitted after the raw data proprietary period, but             
which use intermediate proprietary data products, are subject to the GEG publication policy only.              
These two aspects of this policy are outlined below in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, and we note                 
common elements here: 
  

● Papers subjected to this policy are papers that are led by a GEG-SWG member,              
student supervised by a team member, or where a member of the GEG-SWG is a               
co-author. 

●       Papers need to go through the project proposal procedure outlined in Section 3. 
● Papers using non-public survey data (processed data or intermediate data products)           

will need to include authors from the appropriate builders' list, in case of doubt              
contact GEG Chair. 

● Non-refereed conference proceedings containing non-public project or GEG project         
survey data may not require the full GEG builders' list at the consent of the relevant                
GEG Team Leader(s) and GEG Chair(s).  

● Publications which use data from GEG led community surveys, should include a            
reference to the relevant survey papers. As of May 2020, there are two papers that               
make mention of the Phase II projects and can be cited until the formal survey papers                
are available; Wayth et al. 2018, Beardsley et al. 2019. 

4.2   Project Definitions 

GEG projects can use data from projects that fall into one of three categories: 
Large Projects - A Large Project is defined in the MWA policy as an observing program                

that accumulates at least 500 hours of telescope time in one or more observing              
semesters. 
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Medium or Community Projects - A proposal team that requested and was accepted for              
observing time and the total amount of hours assigned to that MWA project code is               
between 100 and 500 hours; or have declared the intention of the data and or               
intermediate data products being used by the wider community (e.g. deep field surveys             
such as MIDAS or GOLD). 

Standard Projects - A GEG proposed project which utilises intermediate data products from             
any other GEG project (including large projects), utilises data observed under           
guaranteed time, or utilises data from a MWA project with less than 100 hours of               
observing time.  

4.3 MWA publication 

Once serious work has commenced on a publication related to a project proposal using              
proprietary MWA data, but before a draft paper is available, the MWA publication policy              
requires that a publication proposal be circulated to MWA members (See Section 3).  
  
When a paper is ready to be submitted for publication, in addition to the project proposal process                 
in Section 3, two further MWA policy steps of collaboration review and final review need to be                 
completed. See Figure 2, and the MWA publication policy for more details. The MWA policy               
will provide essential information regarding MWA builders' list who may need to be added as               
co-authors, the MWA system description papers that require citation, and lists of appropriate             
acknowledgements. You must consult the latest MWA publication policy for updated           
information and requirements.  
  
As mentioned in Section 4.1, in the case of publications proposed or started during the period                
that the raw MWA data were in their proprietary period (18 months), the publication is subject to                 
the MWA and GEG publication policies, but MWA review process should be followed. This              
ruling is even if the raw data have since passed into the public domain.  
 
Any disputes or variances should be adjudicated by the relevant GEG Team Leader(s). For              
further concerns or if unsure of whom to speak with, discussion should be with the GEG Chair(s)                 
prior to referral to the MWA Principal Scientist.  

4.4    GEG publication 
A publication arising from a GEG-SWG member project proposal using data outside of the              
MWA 18 month proprietary period but utilising proprietary intermediate GEG data products            
must follow the GEG publication policy only.  
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If no proprietary data or proprietary intermediate data products were utilised, but a GEG project               
proposal was optionally submitted, then when ready for publication the lead author should send              
the finished draft to the GEG collaboration, although the mandatory two week review period is               
still optional. The procedure for the GEG review is as follows: 
  

● The lead author or project proposer notifies the GEG Chair(s) and relevant GEG team              
leader(s) that a paper is in preparation. 

● The lead author or project proposer emails a copy (or a link to a copy) of the paper to                   
the GEG-SWG members with two weeks for comments from coauthors, members of            
the collaboration, and any applicable builders' list . 

● The lead author or project proposer must acknowledge all comments in good faith             
and work to address them where practical. Any conflicts, including content and            
authorship, should be resolved in the first instance by discussion between the relevant             
GEG team leader(s) and the relevant parties. If no such resolution can be achieved              
collaboratively, the issue should be referred to the GEG Chair(s) before discussion            
with the  MWA Principal Scientist, if necessary. 

● After the two week review, and responding to the comments, the lead author may              
submit the paper, and will send a copy of the submitted paper to all co- authors as                 
well as the relevant GEG team leader, GEG Chair(s), and the MWA Principal             
Scientist for their records. If the lead author takes longer than 3 months to submit the                
paper after the GEG comment period expires, then a new draft of the paper should be                
submitted again for review by the collaboration to ensure all information is up to date               
and no new conflicts have arisen. 

4.5     GEG builders' Lists and Authorship 

●      GLEAM builders' List 
This list contains people who have substantially contributed to the GLEAM and GLEAM             
year 2 (DR2) data processing and coordination, quality assurance, database management,           
source-finding, source parameterisation and production of major catalogues. The         
GLEAM builders' lists are available on the internal GEG wiki[1]. Regarding the use of              
the GLEAM builders' lists: 

○ Any projects proposed after the GLEAM catalogues and images were made           
public but uses intermediate GLEAM data products (or products produced          
during the creation of the GLEAM survey such as calibrated datasets) DO            
NOT need to have the builders' list on them. 

○ Papers from existing projects that were proposed for before GLEAM was           
made public are still required to include the builders' list on them, but should              
now treat the builders’ list as “opt-in”. This means authors using this data             
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should circulate the papers to members of the builders' list and ask if they              
would like to be co-authors.  

 
●     Large Project builders' List 
builders' lists for any large project involving 500 hours or more of approved observations              
will be listed on the internal GEG (and possibly MWA) wiki page. Until then, if a member                 
uses intermediate proprietary data from the survey, then the corresponding author of the             
publication should contact the Large Project Team Lead(s) regarding authorship. 
 
●     Medium Projects or Community Projects 
builders' lists may exist for projects which are less than 500 hours but still involve a                
significant amount of hours, or have declared the intention of making data products to be               
used by the wider community (e.g. deep field surveys such as MIDAS or GOLD). These               
projects and any corresponding builders’ list will be listed on the GEG wiki. Until then, if                
a member uses intermediate proprietary data from the project, then the corresponding            
publication author should contact the Project Team Lead(s) regarding authorship. 
 
●     Standard Projects  
If data products used for any paper produced by a GEG member: 

● are not from a GEG project with a builders' list and  
● the creator(s) of the intermediate or final data products are not already listed as              

paper coauthors and  
● the data products have not been made publicly available by the creator(s) 

then the creator of the intermediate or final data products should be contacted and offered               
co-authorship on the paper.  
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[1]https://wiki.mwatelescope.org/display/MP/GEG+Survey+Builders+Lists 
 

 
Figure 2: Flow chart summarising the paper publication process. 
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